
CANADA'S LEADING SUPPLIER OF OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT



WE can meet even the most challenging 
mission requirements. Bring us yours.

we equip your mission

Our top priority is to provide you with the highest level of service.

Dedicated to customer service

We have subject matter experts who can help guide and assist you 
from an initial request to post-contract delivery, warranty, repair and 
through anything else that might come up.

subject matter experts

With access to over 500 industry leading brands and hundreds of 
thousands of products, RAMPART has the most diverse offering 
of equipment and kitting solutions in Canada.

equipment solutions for the real world

As Canada’s leading supplier of operational 
equipment, RAMPART is your single-source 
equipment solutions provider.

All branches of military

Federal, provincial and municipal police

Correctional Services

Wildlife & Conservation

Armed government agencies

Public Safety & Security

speak to a specialist now visit us online

www.rampartcorp.com+1 (855) 729-0446

rampartcorp.com
+ 1 (855) 729-0446

Sectors we Serve:



savings for those in uniform

Military                    Law enforcement                    Government                    EMS and Fire

RAMPART’s SHIELD program is a FREE membership 
program for past and present uniformed professionals.

The SHIELD Program is open to all residents of Canada who are employed with one of the 
following agencies: Active Military or Veteran, Active or retired Law Enforcement, Corrections, 

Nuclear security personnel, EMS and Fire, Armoured car carriers.

open to all past and present 
uniformed professionals

get our top brands at

exclusive
discounts

be the first to get in on

Sales &
Promotions

early purchase access to

new
products

SIGN UP FOR FREE AT RAMPARTCORP.COM/SHIELD

and Corrections



TACTICAL







AKU is a family run company founded 40 years ago by Galliano Bordin, shoemaker in Montebelluna, core of 
the Italian outdoor footwear industry. 
Since the beginning, passion, experience and creativity are the values that shape the personality of a 
company fully committed to save the legendary Italian craftmanship tradition.

Today 100% of the product is still made in Europe and fully traceable since the origin. Moreover, according with 
the company policy, raw materials and product components are mainly from local and premium suppliers.

Every model of AKU is a combination of traditional handcraft experience with modern technical solutions. 
From the leather selection to the deep research over the comfort fitting and biodynamic engineering: the 
responsible approach is since ever the main warranty offered by AKU to the end user about reliability of its 
products.

PROUDLY ITALIAN BOOTMAKERS



NS 564 SPIDER

photo: Uri Golman & Helle Olsen

KS SCHWER 14 GTX N
COD. 197.N-060 Dark grey

Used by Special Forces the NS 564 SPIDER is a multi-purpose highly 
breathable boot with outstanding support, stability and impact 
absorption. Perfect when carrying heavy loads or undertaking more 
arduous duties.

COD. 564NS.1-052 Black

The KS SCHWER 14 GTX N is an extreme durable, comfortable and 
stable mountain boot. It is designed for hard use in hard conditions, 
even during the winter time, for hunting and forest works. These 
boots are supplied to the Swiss Army.

COD. 564NS.1-055 Beige

UPPER _ Perwanger  Suede 2.6mm UPPER PROTECTION _ 
Rubber rand LINING DESCRIPTION _ GORE-TEX® Insulated 
Comfort OUTSOLE _ Vibram® Fourà MIDSOLE _ PU LASTING 
BOARD (STIFFNESS) _ 6-4mm 50% glass fiber + Die cut 
EVA (hard) FOOTBED _ CF PRO ALUM WEIGHT 
(GR. ½ PAIR) _ 910 SIZE RANGE (UK) _ 3 - 14

UPPER _ Suede / AIR 8000® 1.6mm UPPER PROTECTION 
_ Bycast rand LINING DESCRIPTION _ Sanifit OUTSOLE _ 
Vibram® Spider MIDSOLE _ Die cut EVA LASTING BOARD 
(STIFFNESS) _ 4-2mm nylon + EVA (Soft) FOOTBED _ 
CUSTOM FIT IMS  WEIGHT (GR. ½ PAIR) _ 480 
SIZE RANGE (UK) _ 3 - 13



PILGRIM DS

PILGRIM HL GTX

PILGRIM GTX COMBAT FG M

The PILGRIM DS is a true multi-purpose highly breathable boot with 
outstanding support, stability and impact absorption. Designed for 
desert or carrying heavy loads or undertaking more arduous duties 
on mountain trekking path. Used by special forces.

UPPER _ Suede/AIR 8000® 1.8 mm UPPER PROTECTION _ 
Bycast LINING DESCRIPTION _ Sanifit OUTSOLE _ Vibram® 
Fourà MIDSOLE _ Die cut EVA LASTING BOARD (STIFFNESS) 
_ 6-4mm nylon + Die cut EVA (medium) FOOTBED _ CF IMS 
WEIGHT (GR. ½ PAIR) _ 600 SIZE RANGE (UK) _ 3 - 13

COD. 560.1-164 Desert beige

The PILGRIM HL GTX is a true multi-purpose highly breathable boot 
with outstanding support, stability and impact absorption. The ankle 
protection is delivered by the special design of the upper. Thanks to these 
features, PILGRIM HL GTX performs well in stability for demanding and 
dynamic conditions.

UPPER _ Suede/AIR 8000® 1.8 mm UPPER PROTECTION _ 
Bycast LINING DESCRIPTION _ GORE-TEX® Performance 
Comfort OUTSOLE _ Vibram® Fourà MIDSOLE _ Die cut EVA
LASTING BOARD (STIFFNESS) _ 6-4mm nylon + Die cut 
EVA (medium) FOOTBED _ CF IMS WEIGHT (GR. ½ PAIR) 
_ 650 SIZE RANGE (UK) _ 3 - 13

COD. 560HL.0-052 Black

COD. 560HL-050  Brown

COD. 560CF-052 Black

The PILGRIM GTX COMBAT is a true multi-purpose highly breathable 
boot with outstanding support, stability and impact absorption. 
Thanks to these features, PILGRIM GTX COMBAT performs well in 
stability for demanding and dynamic conditions. Model approved by 
the UK military across their services.

UPPER _ Full Grain Leather / AIR 8000® 2.0mm UPPER 
PROTECTION _ Bycast LINING DESCRIPTION _ GORE-TEX® 
Extended Comfort OUTSOLE _ Vibram® Fourà MIDSOLE _ 
Die cut EVA LASTING BOARD (STIFFNESS) _ 6-4mm 
nylon + Die cut EVA (medium) FOOTBED _ CF IMS WEIGHT 
(GR. ½ PAIR) _ 600 SIZE RANGE (UK) _ 3 - 15

COD. 560CF-050  Brown



PILGRIM GTX
COMBAT FG M PILGRIM DS

KS SCHWER
14 GTX N

SPECIAL
FORCES

MOUNTAIN 
TROOPS

DESERT
SPECIALIST

ON FIELD

USED BY ARMA SUISSE
APPROVED BY THE UK MILITARY 

ACROSS THEIR SERVICES





Moisture vapour
(sweat)

Rain

Outer material

Protective knit

GORE-TEX® membrane

Special inner lining

Protection against sewage
and commony occurring
chemicals



WASHING
> After use, always remove dust, mud and dirt with a soft brush when 

the boot is dry. For stubborn dirt use a cloth dampened with cold water.
 

> Never use solvents, harsh chemicals or hard brushes 
as you could irreparably damage the leather.

> Do not machine wash or use high-pressure washers; high temperatures 
and very high pressures may cause damage to some parts of the boot.

> Anatomically shaped footbed may be removed and washed regularly 
at a maximum temperature of 30°C.

DRYING
> To dry out boots follow these recommendations:
     -- Remove footbeds and drain out excess water.

     -- Stuff with newspaper, leave 5 minutes and repeat until  
     all excess water is removed.

     -- Leave the boots to dry naturally in a dry, well-ventilated place,    
         away from direct heat sources such as radiators,  

         stoves or direct sunlight.

LEATHER CARE
> Apply regularly to the leather uppers a nutritive brightening cream, 
 non-greasy, specific for footwear in order to keep them always soft. 

 Don’t use dubbin or leather oil.

> Use a specific impregnating spray periodically to ensure 
the water repellency of leathers and fabrics.

STORAGE
> Do not store your boots sealed in plastic bags or airtight containers.

> Place boots carefully in places with good ventilation, without changes in temperature 
and away from heat sources, in order to preserve the original shape and  softness of the 

leather and fabrics. Places with high humidity may alter the functional characteristics of 
leather, soles and accessory components.

> We recommend you remove any internal parts 
(footbed, spacer and orthotics) in the event of prolonged storage.

> When storing the boots away for a while you should fill them with newspaper.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

regular maintenance has
a significant influence on fit quality

and above all on the life span of the boots



SPRAY
> Specific care product for Aku waterproof boots  with uppers made 
of mixed materials (textile+leather). This spray protects the upper 
providing  water-repellency to all materials  and nourishing leather. 

Easy to use, can be applied in seconds and 
won’t change the apect of the boot.

LACES
> Specific replacement laces for  Aku Pilgrim FG GTX boot. 

They are water repelling to avoid water wicking 
into the boot through the lace.

ROCKY ROUND 230 
Polyester, water-repellent round lace.

COLOURS:
black, brown



AKU TACTICAL BOOTS

GORE -TEX®

AIR 8000®

IMS

VIBRAM® SOLE

AKU TACTICAL 
OFFICIAL SUPPLIER

Suisse Army
Danish Army

UK Army

AKU Italia s.r.l. 
31044 Montebelluna (TV) Italy 
Via Schiavonesca Priula, 65 
Tel +39 0423 2939
Fax +39 0423 303232
info@aku.it
www.akutactical.com

The GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort laminate provides waterproofness 
and a high level of breathability combined with quick-dry 
functionality.

Our boots use a Vibram® sole which was selected for its more stable 
platform, deep self-cleaning lugs and positive heel brake for increased 
traction when descending.

AIR 8000® is an AKU patented technology able 
to provide excellent transpiration, to keep feet dry
and comfortable during outdoor activities and 
to ensure optimum performance even in extreme
temperatures.

IMS is a special lasting board construction system, designed by
AKU to equally distribute the pressure of the foot, increasing 
stability even in the presence of load on the shoulders, absorbing 
shocks and consequently reducing the risk of injury.

All models of Tactical collections have ISO 9001 and 14001 certification AKU is a SATRA
member company 
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